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Dataset Allocation:
The Creative Process

I n the movie “Being There,” Peter
Sellers plays a simple-minded garden-

er who gains national prominence when
he replies to an interviewer’s questions
about the economy with the following:
“There will be growth in the Spring.”
Storage administrators must also deal
with growth in a different kind of life
cycle — that of datasets — which are cre-
ated, used, and then retired or deleted by
the thousands. Problems in creating
datasets can lead to job failures, process-
ing delays and user complaints. This
month, I will examine the process of
dataset allocation and how it is (or is not)
successfully accomplished.

z/OS systems, unlike PC and UNIX-
based environments, require the user to
estimate the space requirements for datasets
before they are created. Traditionally, this
has been done by specifying the amount
needed in the JCL or in IDCAMS control
statements (for VSAM datasets) for each
dataset. While the DFSMS data class con-
struct provides a somewhat more centralized
means of supplying required space informa-
tion, compatibility dictates that JCL values
take precedence. Whether the source is
JCL, data class or vendor software that
might override both, a value must be
obtained for primary space, secondary space,
and space units (e.g., tracks, cylinders,
megabytes) before allocation can proceed.

There are several different allocation
mechanisms in z/OS, including:

● JCL allocation: Dataset characteristics
are specified in the JCL or provided
from the data class.

● SVC 99 (dynamic allocation): Dataset
characteristics are specified in a
parameter list. This includes allocation
performed under TSO or ISPF.

● SVC 26 (VSAM dataset creation):
The large and complex parameter list
to this SVC provides all the information
necessary to create or delete VSAM
files, or do virtually any other type of
catalog function.

● SVC 32 (REALLOC macro): This
interface allows the caller to direct
allocation of a non-SMS-managed
dataset to a particular DASD volume. It
is sometimes used by vendor utilities to
restore non-SMS, non-VSAM datasets
from backup files.

● SMS Subsystem Calls: The SMS sub-
system can be called directly, using a
function code to indicate the task to be
performed. Function code 14, for
example, calls for the creation of an
SMS-managed dataset, while function
code 5 indicates that the Automatic
Class Selection (ACS) routines should
be run.

BUILDING CONTROL BLOCKS

Given a primary and secondary space
amount, the first step in allocation is to
decode the values specified in the JCL or
the DYNALLOC parameter list, build the
required control blocks, and obtain a list of
available units on which the dataset might
be created. The control blocks include the
JFCB, which mirrors the JCL, and the
DSAB and SIOT, which are related to the
DD statement and the device that will be
allocated. This process is known as JFCB
housekeeping. For an SMS-managed
dataset, two calls are made from JFCB
housekeeping (a type ‘5’ call and a type
‘14’ call respectively) to invoke the ACS
routines and allocate the dataset.
Ultimately, the TIOT, or Task I/O Table,
will be built, which connects the control

block representing the device (the UCB) to
the Data Control Block (the DCB) in the
user’s program.

CHOOSING A VOLUME

Once the JFCB has been built, an
appropriate DASD volume on which to
create the dataset must be chosen. For
non-SMS-managed datasets where a par-
ticular volume is indicated in the JCL, this
is easy, of course — the volume is hardcod-
ed. For a nonspecific request, i.e., no
VOL=SER= parameter is present, the
System Resource Manager (SRM) is called
via SVC 95 to choose the “best” volume
from among the desired unit generic or eso-
teric. From SRM’s point of view, the “best”
volume is the one with the lowest logical
path utilization and device delay, although
this choice is sometimes modified by ven-
dor allocation control software. Selecting
the volume for an SMS-managed dataset is
somewhat more complex. The choice of
volume depends upon the storage groups
assigned to the dataset, the volume status
(online, QUIESCEd, etc.), the amount of
free space on the volume, and the space uti-
lization thresholds defined in the storage
group. Generally, the SMS allocation
process attempts to spread data out evenly
across volumes. This is done through the
building of a “primary” list containing all
the volumes that meet the data class and
storage class requirements for response
time, instant-copy capability, duplexing,
etc., and which also have sufficient free
space to allocate the dataset without going
over the maximum utilization value defined
in the storage group. SRM is eventually
called to select a volume from the primary
list. The “secondary” list consists of the
remaining eligible volumes. If a volume
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must be chosen from the secondary list, then allocation is simply
made on the volume with the most free space. Problems in SMS
allocation where a dataset goes to an undesirable volume can
usually be traced to an empty primary list. The volume selection
algorithm for SMS-managed files is further complicated by a ter-
tiary list as well as somewhat different logic that is used to choose
a volume for a striped dataset, or for datasets with guaranteed-space
storage classes. APARs II08984 and II0897, as well as Chapter 6 of
the DFSMSdfp Storage Administration Reference (SC26-7331),
describe the gory details of this process.

When SVC 32 (REALLOC) is used to allocate a dataset, the
desired UCB is specified in the parameter list, along with a JFCB or
partial DSCB. This interface can only be used to allocate non-SMS
managed datasets, and of course, if the dataset cannot be allocated
on the given device, the allocation must fail with an error.

CREATING THE DATASET

Once the device is chosen, space must actually be assigned to the
dataset. That is, Dataset Control Blocks (DCBs) must be created in
the Volume Table of Contents (the VTOC) to indicate which cylin-
ders and tracks the dataset occupies. In order for the allocation to
succeed, the requested primary space must be obtained in five

extents or fewer (unless the dataset is created using an SMS data
class with the “space constraint relief” attribute), and the extent
information is recorded in the format-1 DSCB (for the first three
extents) and format-3 DSCB (for subsequent extents). The VTOC
index is also updated at this point to deduct the newly allocated
space from the free space available on the volume. The Direct
Access Device Space Manager (DADSM) component of DFSMS
performs this process. Before DADSM actually updates the VTOC,
however, a call is made to a system exit, IGGPRE00. This exit can
either allow the allocation (RC=0), reject unsuitable volumes
(RC=4) or can reject the allocation altogether (RC=8). If IGG-
PRE00 permits the allocation, the dataset is created. If the volume
is rejected, then processing begins with the next eligible volume
until either the dataset is successfully allocated or the list of volumes
ordered by SRM is exhausted.

The final step in dataset creation is to catalog the dataset. For SMS-
managed datasets, this occurs as soon as the allocation completes, and
if the attempt to catalog the dataset fails (as might happen if a catalog
entry is already present for the dataset), DADSM is again invoked to
remove the DSCB from the volume and the step fails with a JCL error.
For non-SMS-managed datasets, cataloging is done at the end of the
step. If a duplicate catalog entry is discovered for a non-SMS dataset,
the step does not fail (it is already completed), and only an easy to
miss IEF287I message gives any indication of a problem.

Most types of SMS allocation failures are accompanied by an
IGDxxxxx error message, which sometimes includes a 4-byte hexa-
decimal failure code. Generally the first two hex bytes indicate the
SMS function and return code while the last two bytes indicate a
reason code. These codes are explained in the DFSMSdfp
Diagnosis Reference (LY27-9606), but can also be found by a quick
glance at the source of the IEFSSSA macro.

Dataset creation is a critical part of the life cycle of datasets, one
where the storage administrator must be involved to set policies
which prevent runaway growth or wasted resources. An under-
standing of the complex process of dataset allocation is therefore an
important asset in keeping the data center running smoothly.  
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